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The Auroris embraces over 50 years of performance boat building
experience with the incorporation of Cigarette’s advanced-engineered twin-
step hull design. This proprietary hull design provides extraordinary agility,
industry-leading efficiency, and unparalleled comfort. A broader beam with
an all carbon-fiber hardtop design further improves handling, while the
intelligent use of composite materials and proprietary construction
techniques improve vibration, dampening, and structural integrity for
enhanced comfort in even the most compromised conditions.
The Auroris proves that all is possible, this luxurious center console is
athletic, comfortable, feature rich, beautiful and powerful.  

SPECS
MAKE: Cigarette
MODEL: 42’ AURORIS

LENGTH: 42’
LOA: 47’ 25” 

BEAM: 11 ft 11 inches 

HEADS: 1
FUEL TYPE: Gas
FUEL CAPACITY: 470 Gal.
FRESH WATER TANK: 25 Gal.
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Engine Details

Advanced Helm

4X Mercury 400R V10s

4X Mercury 500Rs

The Auroris advanced helm features three 17” Garmin multifunctional
displays flush mounted to a state-of-the-art dash assembly milled from a
solid block of aluminum that is anodized and hard coated for durability.
It includes integrated cup holders, glovebox compartments, stainless steel
grab bars and ergonomic CNC machined footrests provide the convenience 
and comfort that is synonymous with Cigarette.

5X Mercury 400R V10s

5X Mercury 500Rs
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Digital Switching and Automation

Optional Adjustable Helm Seating

Our fully engineered and thoughtfully designed digital switching system
allows you to control almost any function of the 42’ Auroris directly from the
Garmin multifunctional displays. An automatic sequential engine system
activates all engines with a simple press of a button.

The ergonomic helm seating is constructed with multi-density foam for
comfort both at dock and underway. Each of the three electric forward helm
seats are independently adjustable, allowing for comfort to a myriad of
different heights. Additionally, the seat bottoms can flip up to convert
the standard seating into bolsters.
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Lighting Without Limits

JL Audio x Cigarette Racing

Enjoy full-spectrum RGB zoned lighting - all controlled from the Garmin
multifunctional displays. A digitally controlled RGB ambient lighting system
powers LED lighting through the deck with near infinite color variations.
This technology extends seamlessly into an underwater RGB system with
full spectrum control to create the perfect ambiance for a night out on the
water. High powered LED down lights in the hardtop, along with red
captain’s lighting that provides general and night task lighting.

For the finest marine sound systems, Cigarette relies on the leader in the
industry, JL Audio Marine. Their products meet Cigarette’s pressing demand
for audiophile quality systems that can withstand the rigors of the wind, sea 
and open cockpits. These sound systems are tested on each model to ensure
they are appropriate for the boat size and seating configuration in order to
provide a pleasing Cigarette Racing experience.
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Garmin x Cigarette Racing

Carbon Fiber Hardtop

When two iconic brands collaborate, the result is rather exciting! As the
first manufacturer to be Garmin-Certified, Cigarette has proudly partnered
with Garmin to feature state-of-the-art technology and design to give our
owners the most ergonomic and intuitive resources to make a day on the
water easy, fun and safe.

The optional Garmin Convenience package places a 9” multifunctional
display at the aft conversational area and bow section for additional control
points of digital switching, media, and navigation. No need to get up, just
tap the screen!

Our exclusive hardtop was skillfully engineered to provide a lower center of
gravity to improve performance and comfort without compromising a
beautiful design aesthetic. The four-pillar, all carbon-fiber hardtop features a
wide, double-curvature, frameless clear-laminated safety glass windscreen
offering exceptional wind protection. It includes integrated flood lights,
boarding handrails, full-spectrum ambient lighting, as well as optional
windshield wiper with a cleaning system, and electrically actuated sunshade
round out this innovative hard top with luxury.
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Sunshade

Comfort & Layout

The Auroris’ hardtop offers an optional electrically actuated sunshade.
At the press of a button, the shade will cover the aft entertainment area.
All done and ready to get underway? Simply press the ”shade in” button on
your Garmin display and it will retract into the hardtop.

All new upholstery introduces multi-layered foams coupled with high
detailed quilted patterns using Cigarette “Cool Touch” Fabric, a heat-
resistant fabric for a premium comfortable feel. Powered forward helm
seats are independently adjustable and quickly convert from standard
seating to standing bolsters for convenience and drive comfort in all
conditions. And for your guests, aft forward and rear facing seats
electronically extend to form an oversized sun lounge for the ultimate mix
of comfort and style.
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Cabin Overview

The Auroris features a spacious cabin with CNC cut cabinets and Corian
countertops. Multi-color lighting allows the choice of normal daylight or
ambient mood lighting. You may share a meal amongst friends and loved
ones using the oversized U-shaped seating and table. As well as enjoying a
nap by simply putting the table down to bed height and placing the
cushion top.
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Included Options

- Telescoping Aft Sunshade
- Lewmar Delta Anchor and Windlass System
- Florida Bow Thruster
- Garmin Front & Rear Facing Cameras
- Standard Paint Package
- Quick Release Fender Holders
- JL Audio Pure Plus
- Single Row Seating
- Power Adjustable Seating
- Non-Skid Flooring
- Garmin Displays (three 19” displays at the helm)
- Garmin Convenience Package (three additional 9” Garmin displays)

Additional Options

EXTERIOR

- Black Gel Coat
- Auroris Sport Paint Package
- Complex Paint with Graphics
- Hard Top Paint Only
- Painted Electronics
- Engine Cowl Solid Color Paint
- Engine Cowl Graphic Paint

INTERIOR

- Cigarette Summer Kitchen
- Electric Telescoping Forward Table
- Soft Deck Flooring
- Sport Teak Flooring
- Dual Row Seating
- Electric Actuated Rear Table
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Gallery
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